GOGGLE TECHNOLOGY

LENS TECHNOLOGY

The technology behind K2’s goggle collection delivers topline performance
with superior lens and frame designs. The perfect integration between face,
helmet and goggles is achieved through different face foam densities,
frame designs and adjustability for ultimate comfort, fit, helmet compatibility and performance. Introducing fresh designs in the 2014/15 collection,
K2 welcomes large format lens with semi-rimless frames for enhanced
peripheral views with modern style.

All K2 lenses are double layer spherical hard-coated lenses, with industry leading anti-fog treatments, 100% UVA/B/C protection, and Grade 1 certified optics.
K2 Goggles use high performance lenses for enhanced vision and style. Featuring Lenses by ZEISS and Ri-Pel coatings, K2 Goggles use trusted technology for
maximum performance and field of vision in any condition.
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HELMET COMPATIBILITY
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HELMET-COMPATIbLE dESIGNS ENSURE SEEMLESS
HELMET/GOGGLE INTERACTION
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K2 helmet-driven topline design for a seamless fit
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Triple silicone-backed straps that keep your goggles firmly in place
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Custom engineered strap brackets that optimize goggle/helmet fit
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9-16% VISIBLE LIGHT TRANSMISSION

BROWN/GREEN
OCTIC MIRROR 14%

The creators of some of the world’s
most advanced optics bring their
incredible quality and experience to
the optics of K2 goggles. Each lens
is made of a tough polycarbonate
and treated with a hard coating for
superior performance and extreme
scratch resistance.

20-28% VISIBLE LIGHT TRANSMISSION

GREY/RED
OCTIC MIRROR 25%

1

K2 helmet-driven topline design for unrivaled helmet
compatibility and comfort.

2

Custom-engineered strap bracket.

3

Minimalist external bridge structure for maximum
lower field of vision.

4

Slotted nose bridge design for true fit and comfort.

Dual Density + Micro Fleece
Two densities of foam provide
both comfort and stability that
is topped off with comfy Micro
Fleece fabric.

48-65% VISIBLE LIGHT TRANSMISSION

>65% VISIBLE LIGHT TRANSMISSION

BURNT ORANGE/BLUE
OCTIC MIRROR 65%

BLUE/INFRARED
OCTIC MIRROR 49%

GREY/METHANE SILVER
TRIPIC MIRROR 16%

PINK/SILVER
TRIPIC MIRROR 28%

VERMILLION/METHANE
SILVER TRIPIC MIRROR 47%

SONAR/SILVER
TRIPIC MIRROR 28%

YELLOW/GUN BLUE
TRIPIC MIRROR 46%

WOMEN’S FRAMES
1

K2 helmet-driven topline design for ultimate helmet
compatibility and comfort.

2

Softened frame design for visual balance.

3

Rounded ocular-based frame design for maximum
lateral field of vision.

4

Slotted nose bridge design for optimal comfort and fit

5

Elongated cheek-bone design.

BROWN/GREEN
TRIPIC MIRROR 10%

SMOKE/SILVER
TRIPIC MIRROR 14%

GREY/RED
TRIPIC MIRROR 24%

SMOKE RED
TRIPIC MIRROR 11%

BLUE/PINK
TRIPIC MIRROR 21%

GREY BIOPIC
25%

Dual Density + UltraPlush Micro Fleece
Two densities of foam provide both comfort
and stability, while K2’s UltraPlush Micro
Fleece fabric delivers the highest level of
coziness for your cheeks.

A new lens tint in the Tripic mirror
category designed specifically to
offer maximum contrast and visibility
across the largest possible range of
light conditions. If you want one lens
that works great in nearly all light
conditions, look no further than our
SONAR Lenses by ZEISS.

PINK/PINK
OCTIC MIRROR 65%

MEN’S FRAMES
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< 9% VISIBLE LIGHT TRANSMISSION

GRAY/YELLOW
OCTIC MIRROR VLT 6%
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Ri-Pel® is a hydrophobic coating
that is applied to each one of our
ZEISS lens offerings. It is designed to
minimize scratching and smudging,
expel residue from water, sweat, and
fingerprints as well as enhance overall
visibility. Ri-Pel offers the necessary
lens protection to keep you on the hill
all day long in any condition.

Single Density + Micro Fleece
Premium grade compression foam
with a fleece laminate keeps snow
out and your goggles comfortably
seated on your face.

BROWN BIOPIC
22%

BROWN BIOPIC
22%

YELLOW/SILVER
TRIPIC MIRROR 60%

VERMILLION BIOPIC
54%

CLEAR
90%

ORANGE BIOPIC
46%
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